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:MEASURES OF PERFORMANCE IN SWINE 
INTRODUCTION 
The prime objective of swine breeders is to develop breeding stock 
that will farrow large litters of pigs which will produce a better quali -
ty of pork on a minimum amount of feed . 
It has been demonstrated that efficiency of feed utilization in 
the animal kingdom is an inheritable characteristic and that it may be 
developed within a strain by breeding methods; however , its inheritance , 
as well as the inheritance of other factors which determine the quality 
of products produced , is extremely complex. For this reason it is dif-
ficult to establish reliable yardsticks for measuring production. Since 
there is considerable variation , as will be pointed out in this thesis , 
in the ability of swine to produce pork efficiently and in the quality 
of pork produced , it may be possible to develop a method of measuring 
this performance. 
One important problem of the swine producer is to measure the 
growth of his animals and therefrom determine their relative efficiency 
in producing pork. 
The purpose of this thesis is to determine some of the more reliable 
and more economical methods of measuring the efficiency of swine in pro-
ducing pork. 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
CUlbertson, et al, (1930, 1931, 1932, 1933, 1934)1 have carried on 
an experiment with a record ot performance for swine which was started 
when a group of men representing the Iowa. swine interests met at the 
Iowa State Fair in 1923 to work out a plan. The Danish system ot prog-
eny testing swine was taken as the basis of the plan. 
The purpose ot the project was to determine definite standards tor 
swine whereby the efficiency of breeding stock might be evaluated in 
terms of number ot pigs per litter, rate of gain, economy of gains, and 
quality of carcass, and to work out a definite method ot testing swine 
breeding stock on a large scale so as to make it possible to select high 
producing strains. 
The method tor determining these factors is to test representative 
pigs from nominated 11 tters. The pigs were red at the Iowa Experiment · 
Station under practically identical conditions and slaughtered at the 
handy market weight of 225 pounds. Four pigs, two barrows and two 
1 
c. c. Culbertson and others, Swine Performance Record; Litter Compari-
sons, Iowa Agri. Expt. Sta. Bull. No. 277, 1930. 
c. C. Culbertson and others, Swine Pertormance Records; Litter Compari-
sons, Iowa Agri. Expt. Sta. Leaflets No. 28, 1932, and No. 29, 1933. 
C. c. Culbertson and others, Swine Perto:rme.nce Record~ Report on Agri-
cultural Research, Agri .• Expt. Sta., Ames, Iowa, 1931, pp. 26-27, and 
1932, pp. 22-23. 
C. c. Culbertson and others, Swine Performance Record, Report on Agri-
cultural Research, 1933, pp. 31-32, and 1934, pp. 52-53. 
2. 
3. 
sows, from nominated and accepted litters of Iowa herds were selected 
by the owners and sent to the animal husbandry section of the Iowa. Ex-
periment Station at weights averaging from 35 to 45 pounds when they 
were not over 63 days of age. Later this rule was changed to 35 to 50 
pounds at 65 days of age. They were started on the feeding test at 65 
days of age. Later this age was changed to '12 days , and the pigs were 
fed to a weight of 225 pounds. Only offspring of gilts or older sows 
that met certain requirements were accepted. To be eligible a gi lt 
must have farrowed seven living pigs and an older sow eight living pigs. 
The sire and dam of each litter were required to be purebreds although 
not necessarily of the same breed. 
Individual weights were taken. The initial weight was determined 
by the average of three wiegb.ts taken on three oonsecuti ve days. The 
first of these three weights was taken when the pigs were 64 days of 
age. Weights were taken at the end of every ~ .. day period until the 
litter reached the final average weight ot 225 pounds, determined by 
individual weights on three consecutive days. The ·aversge of the weights 
was considered as the :final weight. 
When the pigs reached the 225 pound weight, they were slaughtered 
and the carcasses graded or evaluated. The daily gai. ns , the pounds of 
teed per 100 pounds or gain , and other valuable tacts were determined 
about each pig. These results were used in rating the sires and dams 
of the respective pigs although no index number of one figure was cal-
culated for them. 
All litters differed rather widely in the ga.ining ability of the 
pigs, the feed requirements per unit of gain, and in the proportion and 
4. 
quality of the carcass. 
Table 1 shows the number of litters, nllll)ber of pigs, and the varia-
bility of the pigs used in this experiment in daily gains , pounds of 
feed per 100 pounds of gain, and in carcass score. 
Table 1. 
:Num-:Num-:Age at: 
:ber :ber: :begin- : :Range in :Range in:Range in value 
Year:of :of :ning of:Range in :pounds feed:carcass :of carcass per 
' :lit-: pigs:feeding:daily gains:per 100 :score :100 pounds of 
:ters~ :period.. :pounds gain: : liveweight 
1S27 
to 
1S29 44 176 65 1.1 to 1.7 B58 to 468 .10.72 to $12.46 
1951 20 80 65 1.0 to 1.5 B46 to 451 10 .. 02 to 10.50 
1952 17 ·68 65 1.1 to 1.6 544 ,to 415 8 .. 65 to 9.51 
1953 21 84 72 1.0 to 1.6 544 So 478 80 to 94 
1954 19 ·75 72 1.1 to 1.9 546 to 394 85 to 94 
From this table it will be seen that there was considerable varia-
bility in the ability of theae p~s to make daily gains, in the pounds 
of feed consumed per 100 po'!.lnds of gain, and in the grade or value of 
the carcass. 
The 44 litters tested in 1927 t o 1929 made an average daily gain 
of 1.581 pounds . The pigs in 18 of the 44 litters or app~oximately ~l 
percent ma.de less tha~ average daily g~ins . The average amount o~ feed 
consumed per 100 pounds of gain was 593 pounds. The pigs in 18 of the 
litters required more feed than the average of all litters. Thirteen 
of the 18 litters that required more feed than the average were those 
5. 
in which the pigs gained less pounds daily than the average of the 44 
litters. This indicates that daily gains and efficiency of feed utili-
zation mar be highly correlated. 
Lush2 studied the Danish system of progeny-testing swine and re-
ported his findings in 1936. There are three phases to the system, which 
may be classified as follows: 
(1) Cooperative Bacon Factories. The farmers sell their swine co-
operatively through these factories. Between 80 and 90 percent of the 
swine killed for export now are killed in these cooperative factories. 
Their policy is to pay for each individual pig a higher or lower price 
according to whether it conforms well or poorly to the demands of the 
market. 
(2) State Approved Swine Breeding centers. The breeding centers, 
which are individual farms, are privately owned and operated but are 
under a certain e.mount of supervision by a district committee represent-
1ng the farmers' organizations and the cooperative bacon factories. 
This committee visits each breeding center at least twice a 1ear, scores 
the sows and boars intended for breeding, inspects the identifying 
marks of the individual animals, sees that pedigree records and sales 
records e.re individually kept, ad-vises the owner about his breeding 
policy, and sees that the center is managed 1n an orderly and sanitary 
way. Each breeding center is also given a veterinary inspection each 
September and February and tuberculin tests of all animals over three 
months of age are made in April . The owner must discard all animals 
21. L. Lush , Genetic Aspects of the Danish System of Progeny Testing 
Swine, Iowa Agr. Expt. Sta. Res. Bull. No. 204, 1936. 
6. 
round unworthy either by the scoring committee or in the veterinary 
examination. Each center is obligated to send to the progeny testing 
stations each year enough test litters (of four pigs each) to average 
two pigs per scored sow in the herd. The scoring connnittee can speci-
fy certain sows from which test litters must be sent at the earliest 
possible opportunity. The government pays a small sum (abOut $20.00 
per year in 1933-34) to each owner whose farm receives the designation 
of state approved swine breeding center. 
(3) Progeny Testing Stations- There are five progeny testing 
stations whieh are largely fine.need by and partly supervised by the 
cooperative bacon factories but they are also supervised by the state 
agricultural experiment station. 
Fran litters to be tested, four pigs are sent to the progeny test ... 
ing station when about seven to eight weeks old and are fed there under 
standard procedure until each reaches a live weight of around 200 pounds 
when it is slaughtered at a nearby bacon factory and the meat is weighed, 
measured, and scored. The pigs are weighed individually every 14 days 
until they near the slaughter •ight, when they are weighed every seven 
days . 
AJJ soon as the last pig of a litter has been slaughtered, the re• 
sul.ts are reported to the center owner and to the animal husbandry 
konsulent 1n the district where that center is located. A printed list 
showing the results for all litters which finished the test in the pre-
ceding three months is sent quarterly to all owners of breeding centers 
and to all animal husbandry konsulents. Soon after the close o:f the 
testing year (August 31} all information about litters which have com-
pleted the test during that year is assembled 1n a single report. 
7. 
The data published in these reports are given much weight in 
selecting breeding stock both by general farmers and by the owners of 
breeding centers. 
Naturally the figures for as many as three or four litters all 
sired by the same boar cannot often be available before the boar is 
18 to 20 months old, and he will he.ve been used rather e.xtensively by 
that time . Hence it seems a reasonable conjecture that these figures 
are used most in determining whether or not the untested sons of a 
tested boar shall themselves be used and tested, but other reasons will 
largely decide whioh particular sons of the tested boars shall be 
tested. 
Since the progeny testing started in 1907 , there had been, by 1936, 
10,893 litters tested, 769 litters being tested during the testing year 
of 1934- 35. The following changes have occurred in the swine population 
during the 28 years over 1,1hich Lush made this study: 
The average daily gains changed from 1, 2 pounds dur in.g the period 
1910-15 to 1. 4 pounds in the later years from 1930 to 1935. 
The rate of gain at the testing stations for the last six years 
has been about 16 to 18 percent higher than it averaged before 
1923.5 
A decrease or a'bout 8 percent 1n the amount of' feed required for 
a pound of gai n occurred in the seven years between 1922 and 
1929. 4 
The results that Lush found with respect to feed utilization are shown 
in the following table. 
3Ib1d. , p.135. 
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During the period studied there has been a slight increase in the 
length of body and thickness of belly, and a slight dect'ease in thick-
ness of' back fat . Lush fowid that there had been conaiderable change 
1n general appearance and body conformation 1n the breeds. Other 
changes were found. Some correlation coe ficients which Lush worked 
out are given 1n the tables below: 
Table 2. Correlation between Litter Mates 
Characters Correlation 
Daily gains . 34 
Body length . 33 
Thickness of back fat • 20 
Thi ckness or belly . 19 
Percentage of export bacon . 16 
Table 3. Correlation between Half- sib Litters 
Characters Correlation 
Rate of gain x24 
Economy of gain • 29 
Body length . 39 
Thi ckness of back fat . 44 
Thickness of belly . 40 
Percentage of export bacon . 27 
Table 4. Correlation between Maternal Half-sib Litters 
Characters 
Rate of gain 
Economy o:f gain 
Body length 
Thickness of back fat 
Thickness of belly 









Table 5. Correlation between Progeny Averages of Sire and Son 
Characters 
Rate of gain 
Economy of gain 
Body length 
Thickness of back fat 
Thickness of belly 








The following table shows values assembled from Tables 2, 3, and 
4, above, for the portion of individual variance which can be ascribed 
to heredity. 
Table 6 
Rate of gain 
Economy of gain 
Body length 
Thickness of back f at 
Thickness of belly 






Ferrin5 (1932) states that the record of performance work with 
swine in the United States has dealt with only a small percentage of the 
hog population, as it has not been employed in testing grade stock. 
5:E. F. Ferrin, Production Tests for the Sel.ection of Breeding Hogs, Annual 
Report, Amer. Soc. Animal Production. 1932, pp. 134-137. 
10. 
Presumably the variation in th~ performance of grade swine is at 
least as great as in the selected group which has been the subject 
o.f' experiment. If a me&.ns oan be provided which a farmer may use 
for selecting stock in his own herd it will extend the possibili-
ties or improvement in economy of production to all pork raisers. 
Such a plan hae been ~10rked out and is recommended by the National 
Swine Record of Performance Committee. 0 
The plan is as follows: To select brood sows from litters of 
pigs of heaviest weight at 56 days of age . '!his rule will enable a 
breeder to cull his own herd and retain the most valuable sows. 
The prolificy and suckling ability of the dam are highly reflected 
in the weaning weight 01' her pigs. Weights at weaning time measure 
the pork producing ability of sows just as accurately as weights of 
litters when marketed. 7 
Cooperators in this project are required to follow the swine aani-
tat1on plan and to earmark each litter during the first week or 
age. reporting date of farrowing, breeding, and number of live 
pigs of each sex. The owner of the farm follows his own choice 
so far as the feeding plans are concerned but he is urged to full 
feed the pigs upon legume pasture. The litters are to be weaned 
at an average age of 56 days but a variation of 10 days in the 
ages of several litters weaned at one time is allowed. A difference 
greater than 10 days makes it impossible to calculate the weights 
accurately to the 56 day basis. It is reeommended that each pig 
be weighed separately at weaning time but litter weights will be 
accepted if the total number and sex of the pigs of each litter 
are reported.a 
It is not desirable to insist upon a large number of details but 
supervision of weighing and encouragel:llant ·or the cooperators is very 
nece sary. The county agents can help do this. It would be valuable 
to have accurate litter weights at marketing time as a means of cheek-
ing t.he reliability of the weaning weights. It would also be valuable 
to have slaughter tests of at least two pigs f rom each litter to be 
ma.de when the pigs weighed from 200 to 225 pounds each. It is reoom-
mended that market weights be taken and that slaughter tests be made. 
6 Ibid., p. 136, 
7 Ibid., p. 136. 
8 Ibid., p. 136. 
11. 
The efficiency of breeding stock varies greatly, ands. workable 
plan for selecting the superior animals and eliminating the inferior 
producers will be of real value to hog raiser s. 
Shearer and Culbertson9 (1934) working with a cross- breeding ex-
periment Vlith swine including four lots of four pigs each, studied the 
three-way cross with Du.roe Jerseys, Poland Chinas,and Yorkshires . All 
lots were fed alike and according to the methods being used for recor d-
of-performance litters. The results secured in this experiment are 
a 
summarized in Table 6. 
a. 
'fable 6. 
Lot 1 Lot 2 Lot 3 Lot 4 
Number of pigs in lot 4 4 4 4 
Days required to re&cb 225 lbs. 102 112 120 132 
Average daily gains (pounds) 1 . 59 1. 47 1 . 35 1. 35 
Feed per 100 lbs. gain (pounds !345.70 362. 67 394. 05 378. 3? 
The range in days required for each lot to reach an average weight 
of 225 pounds was from 102 to 132. The range in average daily gain.s 
made by the four lots was from 1. 31 to 1. 59 pounds . The range in the 
average number of pounds of feed required by each lot ~o put on 100 
powids of gain was from 345. 70 to 394. 05. 
9P. s. Shearer and a. c. Culbertson, Outbreeding vs Crossbreeding with 
Swine, Iowa Agr . Expt . Sta. Annual Report on Agricultural Research , 
1934, P• 46 . 
BEEF CATTLE 
Beet cattle are similar to hogs in that the quantity and quality 
ot the products cannot easily be measured without slaughtering the ani-
mals. Several methods ot measuring and evaluating performance in beet 
cattle have been proposed. 
By some ot these methods attempts are made to measure the quan-
tity and quality of products while the animal is on toot, while by 
other methods production is measured and evaluat~d by slaughtering. 
Following are several examples which will give some idea about 
what has been done along this line. 
Winters and McMahon (1933) proposed a record ot perfonnance for 
beef cattle. To obtain data on which to base the ·record or performance, 
32 steers were individually fed at the following time. Twelve were fed 
in 1931-32 tor 224 days and 18 were fed in 1932-33 for 196 days. In 
evaluating the data the 1931-32 and 1932-33 steers were grouped together. 
This was possible tor both groups were very similar in breeding type, 
weight, age, and market grade; however, the initial weight o'f the 1932-
12. 
33 steers averaged 75 pounds higher than the average of the 1931-32 steers. 
Both groups of steers were fairly uniform and their rations were essen-
tially the same. 
The 1931-32 steers were weighed at the beginning and at the end of 
the feeding trial and in addition were weighed every month. The 1932-
33 steers were weighed at the beginning and at the end of the :reeding 
trial and· every 28 days. The 28 day weight was an average of three 
weights taken on three consecutive days. 
In the 1932-33 trial with the 18 steers three day weighings were 
made every 28 days to determine how long it was necessary to feed cattle 
to determine their relative efficiency. In general, the most efficient 
steers were at the top and the least ett'icient ones at the bottom at the 
end ot the first 28-day :reeding period. The spread was mu.ch greater than 
' 
at the close of' the experiment. The number of' steers used i n t his experi-
ment was too small to make a correlation worth while, but it is likely 
that the rate of gains at the end ot the first 28-day period and at the 
end ot the 196-day period on 100 individuals would show a rather high 
correlation coefficient. Marked fluctuations in efficiency and in gains 
occurred t'rom month to month. In general, the entire group went down 
or up as a unit. For these reasons alone a short feeding period would 
not be satisfactory to determine the relative efficiency ot an animal 
with one another when ted at different times as will be necessary if a 
record of performance tor beet cattle is to be developed. It is likely 
that 112 days represent the minimum duration or a teeding trial to 
reveal individual efficiency in beet cattle. 
Winters and McMahon calculated several correlation coefficients 
in conn.action w1 th this experiment. Three ot the highest a.nd most im-
portant ones are as follows: 
Between daily gains and net profit was plus 
Between carcass grade and net protit was plus 
Between daily rate of gain and a factor tor 




Since selling price and daily gains each gave a high correlation 
coefficient with net profit, these two numbers_ were converted into an 
efficiency index by dividing the group's mean daily gain by the mean · 
selling price and multiplying the result by the individual •s sale value. 
This reduces the selling price to the same level as the daily gains. 
The formula is given below: 
:: x S = s1 (Selling price reduced to the level ot daily gains) 1 
l 
Winters. Lawrence M. and McMahon, Harry, Efficiency Variations in Steers, 




\ ·, \ 
\. ·, .. 
14. 
SJ_ was calculated fo:r each an1al. The reduced selling priee •s1 
multiplied by daily ge.1ns 1s taken as the new efficiency index.. This new 
efficiency index is called V which n& calculated for each animal. 
The correlation coefficient bet.ween V and net profit was+0.906-4. 
This is the highest s1•p.le oorrel.at1on coefficient obtained in this study., 
The following re.c.oimaendations were made b,y lillters and McMahon for 
a. record of performanc for bet animal.st 
2 
l.. Purebred beef cal.Tes of either e-ex 8.1'\e eligible, and bull ealTea 
m.,- be castrated during the test period. Correcting factors will 
be used to bring the va1ue:e of he.ifertl, bulls• and st•ers to a. 
CQraparable bit-sis. These tact.ors Yill be tater ined froa the com-
parative results or the first 200 animals of Heh group• (heifer.a, 
bul.1.8, and ateera) put through the test. 
2. The birth night is to be bilsed on the aYerage of thr-ee wights 
ta.ken on the day of birth and t1'0 da7s following. 
~. The final weight will be the average of five: eonseeutl e weighing 
taY.en on, the 364th, USth, 366th, 561th, and 368th days after 
birth. 
4. Dall7 gains Will be compu~ from: 
aYerag9 final weight - average birj;l\ weight 
1565 
5~ It 1s noomended that each o lf 'be given sa.tisfaetor,- .feed sttd 
eare during the test period. ~ co•e or extra pail ilk t 
ing• honver., are to be prohibited unless there is aome 1*tgiti-
mate rea.eon 1f.hT the ce.lf'g dam is unable to nurse her calf. 
6. At the time of the final weighing a competent 1.ndi.Tidual or eoa-
mi tte. will autborlae the scoring or the C'al! according to beef 
and breed eonfoniation. 
7. '1le final value., V, 0£ the il'ldividual. will. be arrived at by mul-
tiplying the daily rate or gain b)" the figure aJTived at in the s. 
column for body score. ' 
15. 
Table 7 
A table f or converting body score to a comparable level with daily gains . 
Grade Score S S1 Grade Score s S1 
100 2.6458 80 2.1150 
99 2 .61.75 79 2.0886 
Fancy 98 2.590~ Good 78 2.0621 
97 2.5644 77 2 .0557 
96 2.5581 76 2. 0095 
95 2 . 5116 75 1,9828 
94 2. 4851 74 1 . 9564 
95 2. 4587 75 1.9299 
92 2. 4525 72 1.0055 
Choice 91 2 . 4058 Medium 71 1.87'71 
9) 2.3794 70 1 . 8506 
89 2. 5529 69 1 . 8242 
88 2.5265 68 l . 7'¥18 
87 2. 5001 67 1 . 7715 
86 2. 2756 66 1.7449 
85 2 . 2472 65 1 . 7184 
84 2. 2208 64 1. 6920 
Good 85 2.1945 Common 65 1.6656 
82 2.1679 62 1 .. 6591 
81 2 .1414 61 1.6127 
60 1.5365 
The average daily gain for the 52 steers used in this study was 
2.115 pounds . This is t aken as the reduced mean for body conformation. 
The actual mean body score is placed at 80 . The spread for body score 
is from 100 down to 60 , and the reduced score s1 is placed opposite the 
actual body score . The valu.e , V, i s obtained by multiplying 81 x D, 
(daily gai n . ) 
For exampl e , if a c r•s birth- weight is 75 pounds and the final 
weight 824. 75 pounds , the total gain is 8211 75 pounds and the daily gain 
is 2. 25 pounds . The calf has been given a score r ating of 84 : referring 
to the table above we find that the s1 value corresponding to 84 is 2 . 22~ 
The calf •s V index beco:..:es 2 . 2208 x 2 . 25 = 4 . 9968 , approximately 5 . 
8 . The score cc.rd rating, daily rate of gain, and the V index would 
be i ~cluded with the usual information given regarding an animal in its 
official pedigree and in the herd books . 
The f ollowing will illustrate how this would appear: 
1418$5 cow--Maybloom 16th (S, 84 ; D.G., 2. 25; V,5) 
Among the 52 steers there was a considerable amount of variation in 
the pounds of gain-.per 100 lbs. of total digestible nutrients consumed 
which ranged from 14.77 to 21.80 lbs. a.nd in daily gains which ranged 
from 1.44 to 2.51 lbs. 
Holbert (1952) working with Angus, Shorthorns,. and He:ref ords, pro-
posed a record of perfor;mance for beef cattle based on the rating of 
sires according to their .!;l.bili ty to sire prize winners.. He surveyed the 
16. 
leading state and national shows fro.m 1920 to 1952 for Aberdeen Angus,. 
1118 to 1g32, for Herefords, and 1919 to 1950, for Shorthorns• Any state 
fair having five or more entriea in a. roaj ori ty of individual ,classes 
qualified. A total of 504 Hereford,. 20S Shorthorn and 198 Angus shows 
met the requirements; they included over 40,000 prize winners sired by 
4 1500 different bulls,: 
The scoring system he used is as followst3 
The sire of' a prize ,tinner was credited with 5 points for a 
first: 4 for a. second: 3 for a thirdt 2 for a. fourth: and 1 for 
a fifth.. ill fairs were put on the same basis with the exception of 
the International in the ease of Angus and Shorthorns. The American. 
Royal and International were on.the same basis, in the case of Here-
fords. Due to the size of these shows 10 poix1ts were given for the 
first prize winner and so on down to the tenth prize.winner which 
received a score of one, 
The high ten sire.s of prize winners from. each breed as given by Holbert 
a.re as follows: 
Shorthorn4 
Rank Name 
1 CUdham Dreadnaught 
Ballylin Rodney 
Browndale Count 








$Holbert, J'. C:., Show Ring Winnings s_s a Mea~s. of Evaluating Sires, Annual 
Report;) The American Society of ~l Prod:u.ction:t 1932,. p .. 52-55 
























. Lespedeza Bult.an 






Black.cap Bandolier II 5655t9 
Black Belmore 
Elcho or Harviestoun - 313295 
Eaton o£ Elmhill 254249 
Ames .Plantation Beau £19787 
P.ri.eemere 32nd 3691$2 
!rem.ere 6th 566905 
Eileenmere 4th 251504 
Prince Domino 499611 
Perfection Fairfax l 79767 
Repeater ia9598 
Bonnie Lad 20th 155569 
Prince Domino 2nd 1!22880 



















































. Name No. 
Braeaore 866666 
Hartland Mischief 1314000 
Beau Blancha.rd .3629)4 












A great deal of publicity bas been given to prize winners in breed 
papers, at shows, and in class rooms, whereas, it llight have been more 
logical to have given the credit to the sires of the prize winners be-
cause the performance of the progeny of a sire is more valuable than the 
sire's conformation or any other factor in determining his breeding value. 
In this study ,thQ progeny of 1595 Shorthorn bulls won 1839 points, 
or expressed in percentage over 64 percent of the Shorthorn bulls had 
less than four percent of the total score. In the other extreme less 
than three percent of the bulls had practically 55 perc13nt of the total 
score. 
Eight percent of the Angus bulls bad over 60 percent of the total 
score. 
Hol:>grt proposes a system of scoring for beef cattle based on prize 
winners: A large IlWllber of fairs should be included and the bulls 
rated annually and publicity given to the leading sires. Possibly it 
would be worthwhile to let each show be an individual unit aJXi rec-
ognize the high scoring sire of that show as a Register of llerit Bull 
placed in Class A. The next step, is ranking sires for the year and 
let,ting the high scoring bull be a Register of Merit bull in the AA 
class and any bull that can rank high over a five year period would 
be considered a Register of •eri t bull in the AAA. class. The 3 AAA 
bulls for the past five years arei 
:9 Holbert, Ibid •. , P• 55 
Brownd.ale Count for Shorthorns; Prince Domino for Herefords; and Blackcap 
Revolution for Angus. 
Sheets (1932) proposed a plan for evalunting beef cattle for a 
register of me:cit as follows: 
This plan is based upon efficiency of feed utilization and the ce,r-
ca.1:,s g-rade. During the feGding period individual i'E·ed recor(,s are Icept 
&nd at the encl of the feeding period the animalfo are slaughtered and the 
carcasses gre,ded for qur:J.lity., 
The a:niml ts efficiency is de:dgnated by the m;m1ber of pounds of 
cold dressed carcask'l it he.s pJ.qoduced for eu.ch 100 poundc of total di-
gestible nutrients consumed, including: mother•s milk, grain, e.nd roughage. 
The quality score is s.rrived at by grading the carcass and judging the 
rib for tenderness 1 combining the tv,o on the be,sis of 65 points :for C8r-
ce.ss score and 3i5 points for tende:rnesG score. 
These two scores, the one for efficiency, the other for quulity, 
are multiplied together to arrive at a single value for performance, 
multiplying also b;y- a purely arbitrc:,ry f.a.ctor (p) which we h,we set 
at .065 ir: order that our final score may fall somewhere between 60 
and 100 which is the scale on which we a.re accustomed to judg;i::1g .6 
Sheets ap:plied thl;:: f'ormu.la to a number of calves in the record of 
perform1s.nce work. Among the most interesting of the data obtained ht"Ve 
been those of th.Tee purebred Shorthorn cnlves, two steers and a heifer 
out of half..:.sisters. One of the steers and heifer were sired by the some 
Sheet.:,, E., Evaluating Beef Cattle Performance for 8. Register of Merit,, 
American Society of' Anima,1 P:rod:uction, 1952:, · pp. 41-44 
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score Grade of Performance 
Score 
No. 57 {heifer) 14,.,.5 
No. 58 (steer) 14 .•. s 











1rerior to th& heifer's and more than ttro-thirds of a grad.,e inferior to the 
other steer•s, rated considerably higher in efficieney of performance 
because of his pronounced ability to produce beef from fe-ed .• 
It may be that he is giving too· much relative weight to the factor 
of efficfency. It is found that this is the more difficult of the ttro 
factors to fix in our animals, and therefore alutll not be giving it undue 
importance. 
W.n.twor-th (1952) stated tbs.t apparently the traits which give value 
to the meat animaJ are the most eoJflJlex charaeteristies with which we 
must deal in livestock breeding• They .a.re Mt dependent on individ:ual 
single units of heredity but on .aggregates of sueh factors, JOany of which 
may be transmitted indepe-n.dently.. We ar& imrolv$d with the phenomena ot 
quantitative inheritance. Geneticists agree that quantitative inherite.nee 
is just as strictly Mendelian as tha inheritance of color, horns, and 
. 7 
other relatively silnple characters., 
The consumer is interested only in quality aeat at relative law 
prices, while the producer is primarily interested 1n animals whieh shall 
7wentworth, E. N .. , Livestock Records of Performance and Their Value to 
the Meat Industry, !1J1erican Society of Anintal Production:, 1~, p.. 48 
be most efficient. as transformers of feed. stuff into e.rket livestock .. 
The consu.merts interest, quality meat, is too far-fetched to be an in ... 
centive to the livestock breeder in getting him to select for that 
characteristic. The commercial breeder uses as breeding stock animals 
which some pure .... bred breeder has produced. The pure-bred breeder in 
turn got his breeding stock from a type developed by another breeder, and 
thus the man who selects and molds the type is too far removed from the 
consumer to make it possible for the consumerts interest to be considered 
to a great extent •. 
~. he }.)resent methods of measuring per.f ormance of livestock, judging 
in the show ring and on the roarket, does not compare with the grade of 
the carcass after slaughtering •. More direct and aceurate standards of 
values for care.asses and cuts, for efficiency of feed transfor:mation and 
for reproductive value must be worked out. 
The past methods of improvement have depended on the selection of 
sires and dams unduly appreciated because of' their standing in the prize 
ring or their approach to arbitrary breed standards, both of which are 
records of expression o-f individual opinion, rather than definite measures 
of meat values. 
The system of ~ludgin.g or grading livestock in the European fairs 
are superior to ours. Over there, for an example, a sow in the prize ring 
is thrown into one of four grades on her conformation, on her pedigree, 
and on her perfornianee or her ability to produce pigs which have met the 
export standards at the testing stations. Thia does not give a per.feet 
parent offspring test from the viewpoint of the geneticist, but it cer-
tainly approaches the transmit.t.i.ng power of his breeding stock more closely 
than under our present method of breeding. 
22 •. 
Dt.IRY CATTLE 
In measuring performance of dd.ry cattle, a dii'fe:rent problem from 
that fot.md in s·,"<ine or beef ce.tt1e is presented.. In the first place, the 
products are tangible and can definitely be me,,::.sured 'tdth. the anirr..e.l on 
foot. In the second place, the performance of the r.:!ire can only be rotH,;sured 
by the peri'ormance of his offt,pring •. 
Several attempts to establish reliable methods of measuring and 
evaluating performance in dairy c@.tt1e have been made by Vc,rious workers 
in thie field., Several examples a.re given to show some of the ~rork thEit 
has been done. 
Warwick and Copehu1d (1954) proposed a progeny te,.,t for c~airy sires 
as follows: 
Si..x or seven daughters of io. sire is not a. si.:uficient number on which 
to base a progeny test. Warwick and Copeland drew conc1usiom: from a 
theoretical case evolving five multlple factors, that if a bull is mated 
to dams heterozygous (good producing dams) for these five facto~s it 
will te.ke 1024 offsprings tb get all possible combinations (:individua.1,s., 
each having a. different genotype of the five factors), whereas if the bull 
is mated to dams ho:m:qgeneous (low producing dams) for recessive factors 
52 offsp:rings will be requj_red to secure all possible combinations (gcno-. 
types) of the five factors •. 
Based upon this theoretiee.l example they suggest that .20 to 25 
offsprings from low producing (boarder) cows be used as the basis .for a 
proeeny test of well bred bulls, All bulls t ested b<J this plan would be 
considered excellent if their daughters included none below a~rerage and if 
their daughters average hovered close to the mid-point between their dams 
a:verage production and the maximum of the breed. 
Feasibility of Test 
It should be possible to maintain a test herd at relatively low cost. 
Low producing, (boarder) cows from herd.s of the same breed mieht be used. 
As 000n 1:;,s the low producing capacity of a cow under good nutritive con-
ditions has once b,sen established; it will be unnecessary to go to further 
expense of detailed records of her produ.etion. Such cows may be run as 
"beef herd• mostly Ol'l pasture,: with a minimum of erpense. When a group 
of cuch tester cows are brought togethe.:t1 they may be pasture bred to the 
young bulls if conditions are favorable. When the calves a.re dropped, the 
bull calves may be disposed oi' either when dropped or as young veal at 
the ea,rliest feasible age,. The dams of these bull calves may then be 
driFJd up i:lnd re-bred. The heifer calves may be allowed to nurse their 
mothers while on pasture.. When the heifers come into their first laeta ... 
tions they should be well fed and milked for the first lactation.- The in-... 
itial record will sho1a rather definitely whether the heifer has the abil-
ity to respond •. If she does not make a credible showing in this time, it 
may be considered that it will usually be impossible for her to make even 
a fair record in succeeding lactations •. Individuals which respond fairly 
well should be profitable producers,. The poorest producers may be either 
sold for beef after the first lactation or thrown into the group of 
"testers,.• By resorting to the above scheme of management, it should be 
possible to place the te;:rting of bulls on a relative low cost basis,,. It 
was advocated. that this test shoulu be used only as a tool to be used by 
institutions &nd private breeders who may be in a. position to make a real 
COl'ltribution to the dairJ breed+g 
8 
Warwick, B. L .. and Copeland., O. C., A Dairy Sire Progeny Test, Journal 
of Heredity, Vol ... 25, May 1954, pp .. 177...J.81 
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Rice {1954) s"tE;1_tes the::t since type and pedi.gree a:ce inadeque:t.e for 
selection, att,ention has recently been focused on indices fo:r duiry cattle 
on the prov-ed ... sire idea. A proved bull irs one with a certain num-
bsr of du.ughtcrs ·?rith production record~ out a:f i;;i th or without :pro-
duction records (,1ccording to the idea of various inventigators.} 
her exact genetic 11'.l;:;,ke-up; neverthele:rn, her production record is tu.ngible 
evidence of a sort and can. be de0.lt rd th directly. There is no such 
texigiblo evidence indic-::.t:i.ng 13 hull t b production capacity s:1.nce he yields 
no milk,. The production capi::.c:Lty ,:hich he may tr;,:-nsmit to his daughters 
is deter.mined indirectly by considering the records of his daught,ers or 
the r0corch:r of his dauchters coJipared to that of thei.-r dams .. 
Various attempts h-2.ve been ma,:le in the past dece.cte to f ormu.l:;.te a 
bull index which will r,spresent the bull 1 s transmitting E,biLlty for E.:mmmt . 
of r:tl.Ec &.nd. percent of fat. Two methods of indexing bulls which have been 
suggested are as follows.J 
Goodale (1927) made a study of the tr.:m.smitting abilit,y of 68 Jersey 
si:i>::8, in one group, hB:ving five or more daughter-dam pt:.irs 1 1c,nd 53 sires 
in another group., From this study he made t.he supposition that mill: pro-
duction of the d;c.mghter is &bout seven-tenths o:f the distance above the 
level of the lower pQ'ent, while bu:tter ... f,a,t percent is about fom~-tenths 
of the distance above the level of the lower parent'* Dr. Gooe.a.le proposed 
the followin;:; bull index ;:,~s given by Rice: 
Mount Hope Index-Milk 
Compute the .average ma.tu.re equivalent of the mil;:{ _production 
of all daughters of the bull,; also the average mature equivalent 
of the milk production of the damB of these ds.ughters and take the 
difference between theze averages. 
25 . 
I f the dauehters' average exceeds the dams' averaP-e to get the 
bull's milk index number add three-sever:iths ( or . 4286} of the diff-
erence to the daughters• ·average . 
If the daughterst average is less than the dams • average, subtract 
seven~thirds or 2.553 of the differe~ce from the daughters• average 
to get the bull's milk index figure. 
Mo mt Hope Index--Butter-Fat Percent 
4,he index for percentage of butter-fat is obtained by similar 
operations, but with different fractions . 
If the daughters' butterfat average percentage exceeds the 
dams• butterfat average percentage, udd three- halves (or 1.5) of the 
difference to the daughters • average to get the bu.ll•s butterfat 
index. 
If the daughters• average is less than the dams ' average , sub-
tract two-thirds (or .667) of the difference from the daughterst 
average to get the bull ' s index .• 
Another bull index formula reported by Rice was propose~ by Wright . 
It i s based on intermediate or blending inheritanc:& I t takes i nto 
account t he munber of daughter-dam comparisons giving increased weight to 
them as t he number of such compArisons increases. I t gives added eight 
to the breed average hile the number of daughter-dam co .parisons is small .. 
The formula i given as reported by Rice, 
S - 2 A + N 
! + 2 _N __ t_2 (2D - Dam} 
Where N = the n1l!Il1:.,er of d ughter-dam comparisons , A= the breed average 
in p~od,,ction, D ::: t he daughters I average production, Dam = the dams '' 
average production, and S = the bull' s index . 
9Rice , V. A. , Breedi::,g and Improvement of Farm Animals , McGraw-Hill Book 
Co., (1934) 507-313 
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Dahlberg {1934) stE-tcs that record2: kept on 181 c0,7,'3 of the Geneva., 
New York, Experirner1k .. l Stution Jersr:;;y herd shows that no production im-
provement was made from the ti'r;e t,he herd was establh,hed in 1000 through 
1521. In 1006 to 1S:D8, i11clurJive, the herd averages 540 pound::,; of butter-
per cow per lact::d:,ion period while, in lfJHJ to 19'21 incluidve, it 
averaged 344 potL~ds. 
In 1S21, a program 'im,z, started of proving the sires e.nd p(:::.rtieslly 
proving the dti.ms • 
Partially Proving the Dams 
In partially proving the dD.ms, individual p_roduction 1"ecordi~ were 
kept and cornpan,d vd th one another~ lf the production of a cow a.nd her 
daughters was low and unusually va.:ci.s.ble compe2·ed to the production of the 
rest of the herd, the strain ·was eliniinafod frm:i the herd.. On the other 
hand, those strains whose production wafJ ur1iformly high were retained in 
the herd., 
Proving the Sires 
The fir et D:16thod of proving sires used at this i:,tation wi,s, that of 
compc~r·ing the dei.m•s 1·ecords with tht::tt of her drmghters 11 In H-J21 1 the 
records of fall da:ughters which had been Ufied in the herd up to tJw.t tirne 
were compared with the recorus of their.dams .. Of all the bulls used in 
the herd, from 1900 to 19~.:'.l, there were only two whose progeny showed in-
creased production over their damis ... , Comp2:risons of this, !rind were made 
between the daught.ere; of the tvm bulls, thEm in the herd,. and their de.ms. 
The daughte1~s of one bull were better milkers than their detms. The pro-
duction of the daughters of the other bull was a little below that of their 
dEms and extremely va.riable. The first bull ws.r1 retained as a herd sire 
.:--:nd the ot.her WES slau{:;htered .. 
Jlfter several yeare, of selecting by daughter .... dam comperisons, Duhlberg 
suggested the toll0-w1n& i.'¥iex fonula a.a a .method 0£ calcula.Ung an euct 
nllllerieal val• for the t.otal weight of blltter-rat -.bi.ch would indicate 
t.he bre.ed1ng ve.l.ue ot the :Ji.re. 
OO+ ~- -_._500;,.;;.,;;;;..· ---a 
Thi& .for.ml.ans worked out to apply pcriiruarl.y to this herd 
the herdta uere.ge but-tar...f'at production 1!' e.round. SOO ~. 
!his sire index gave value £err the experiment. stat.ion he:rd which 
nre in ~.gi,e _ nt. 1dt..h cbti.ng u in herd - oouetiont that 1. • the herd pro-
duction R3 incN.ued by the bul.18 nth the be$t- rd:re indd and Yice.iver.sa. 
28. 
PO'CJ'LTRY 
With poultr·..i' all or :practically all of the record of performance and 
progeny testing work has been in connection wi.th egg production since this 
is :more il'll.pcrta.n.t, economically, than meat production. 
As in dair1J cattle the quality and quantity of products ean be measured 
wit:i:lout slaughtel'ing the individuals concerned. Since inheritance of egg 
production is very comple,x, it li:1 difficult to establish reliable methods, 
which are economical, for :measuring tn,=1ix- tra:nSi'1itt1ng ability~ 
80::ne of ·the ·t:rori,; in this field is gi.ven below: 
.Tull (1933} carried on a progeny testing experiment with poultry at 
the United States A:nim.al Husbandry Experimental :far.ru, Beltsville, :Maryland. 
'I'he rasul ts a1"e based on the first year egg records of daughters dur-
ing the laying years 1928-29, 1929-30* and 1930-31. 
T11.e breading stock each year· consisted of males !'rom dams that laid 
225 agg-s or m.ore each and femr~les that laid 225 eggs or :more each in their 
first year of laying. .llJ.l of tha da.ughtars, with few exeept:1.ons. that 
each dam produced each yera.r, were placed. 1:n the laying house. During the 
·l;b.ree years there were 896 daughte:rs that completed the first year of 365 
days laying record .. 
The errvil•onmental condi tio:ns under which the daughters were kept during 
the three years v1ere as nearly identical. as it was possible to maintain~ 
In one study 19 different sire,s ware mated to 19 different groups 
of dams. '.rhere were 135 da,11s :l.n all 19 groups and they prod.ueed. 785 
daughters. Six sires produced daughters ,1fhose average egg production was 
over 200 eggs. Four sires produced daughters whose average egg produc-
tion was between 190 and 200 eggs. 'rhree sire's daughters were between 180 
and 190 eggs. fi·ve sir.ets daughters were between 1?0 and 180 eggs, and one 
sire produced daughters whose av·erage egg production was less than 170 eggs. 
The average egg :produ.ction of ea.ch of these 19 different groups of daugb.-
ters ranged. from 168 to 229 eggs par daughter Which shows that there is 
mu.ch- va.riabili ty of proo.uetion of tha daughters of dif:ferent sires. 
Another study was 1niade to determine tha dit'f'erence in the dam's 
egg _production when ma:~ed to different sires., T'he reaul ts of mating thn,e 







Daughter's average .Egg Proda.etion 
159 
Dam 1 217 
228 
Sire 4 212 
Dam 2 
Sire 5 210 
Sire 6 1'72 
Dam 3 
81re 7 212 
The results of this ~xperiment indicate that the kind of progeny 
produced detemines the relative value ot a given mating rather than the 
breeding potentiality of either a given sire or dam. 
Other matings were made to study the pro:duotion .of full sisters when 




Sire Dam Daughter•s average egg production 
Dam 1 175 
Sire l full sisters 
Dam 2 214 
Dam 5 259 
Sire 2 Dam 4 full sisters 255 
Dam 5 245 
This study indicated that v:hen full sisters E.re ted to the same 
sire diverse results are frequently produced. 
Other conclusions drawn from this project are : 
ffThe dam•s record of egg production could not be used as a 
criterion of the dam' s breeding potentiality. The record of egg 
production of the sire ' s dam could not be used as a criterion of 
the sire •s breeding potentiality. The average egg production of 
a group oJ: i'ull sisters could not be used as a criterion of t he 
breedin.,. pt ntiality of any of the full sisters. The s i gnificance 
of progeny testing in breeding for egg production is determined by 
the results secured from a given mating .nl 
The Bureau of Animal Industry, poultry section (1934) has developed 
a national poultry improvement plan based on a record of performance. 
Es.ch state supervises its own work in cooperation with the national 
plan.. The work in Oklaho.na is carried on the 01ua.hoT.a R. O.P. Ass oc-
iation which is supervised by the Extension Department of the O' ahoma 
ricultural and Mechanical College . 
A record of performance is s ecured by trapnesting the birds during 
the entire period of the official year. During the ru tching season each 
e gg is marked with t he number of the hen that produced it . The flock 
owner keeps all records of trr ..pnesting, breeding, pedigreeing, e.nd 
disposal of stock. 
lJull, M.A., Progeny Test ing in Breeding for Egg Productiont Poultry 
Science 13, January 1954, 44-51 
31. 
fl....11 flocks in the as3ociation are placed under unannounced inspoct:1.ons 
and other inspections e_re mad,3 nt regul;::,r intervals. The inspect.or 111.?..s 
sole charge of the trapnest/3 and eggs during all ini::ipections. 
To be certified, the b:Lrcls must lay 200 eggs or more during the trap-
nest year... The eggs must weigh t.wo ounces or more. 
The work has been carried on for three years in 011:lahor'a, z;md the 
resvJ.tG summDJ:·ized in Table 11. 
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Remge of 2roduction 
( 1,,, "'"l'l -1 f'\ 'trJ_· -,; ,-:;· 1'11· ifhe '~ t J,._;;.,;;.; -- ..,_i;;,4~¥ J...!.t.:, .L :.:.:..r' 1',.,; 
and lowef:,t nu.ml,er 
,,_.<' <>()'"''" ) v..L vu0l-:-ill..-. 
200 to 290 
200 to 200.. 
200 to 51 5 
The range of production., (number of eggs lode;_ in one year) for all 
8'56 birds completing the test in the three years i;:: :f:'rom 200 to rs43 
eggs. It will be not,:id that this is a. highl;y selected group of birds 
since all the hens producing less t4.cm 200 eggs annu:1.lly were eliminated 
from the test._ 
Knox (1932) proposed & :ple.n :for keeping a record of' performance for 
poultry in which there would be two phases: First, a random sample of 
eggs from each O\mer ts flock would be g,:rthered. and sent to a central 
breeding station for hatching, and regul;;;r in:::rpect.ions of ea.ch flock would: 
be made; second, a flock of puJ.lets v:ould be raised at the central breBd ... 
ing station for experimental "Vo'ork. The in,;pector would be a public of-
ficial and r, t all times the central breeding s tatian v?ould be under his 
offici~,1 management and limpervision .. 
52. 
The inspector would make two visits to the breeder's £lock during the 
yee:r. One visit would be in the fall to band the birds and the other 
one prior to or early in the breeding season to obtain the .random sample 
of eggs. These eggs must be procured in a definite and uniform method 
for each flock entered. This would be accomplished by the inspector who, 
upon bis arrival, would remove all eggs from the nests, following which 
the first 100 eggs laid would be collected without selection. This would 
constitute the random sample of eggs. They would be placed in a. con-
tainer, properly sealed and delivered to the central breeding station. 
There the eggs would be incubated, the chicks hatched and raised, and the 
pullets kept for 12 months for production records. 
The following records, which are given as Knox gave them in Poultry 
Science, would be gathered at the central breeding station and summarized 
for each flock. 
1. Size of the eggs of the sa.mpLe selected 
2. Average fertility 
5. Average hatchability 
4. Viability of the chicks up to 10 weeks of age 
5. Rate of body growth up to 10 weeks of age 
6. Rate of body growth for the pulle.ts up to 20 weeks of age 
7. Average number of days to sexual maturity 
8. Body size of pullets raised 
~. Incidence of b+oodiness 
10 .. Mortality in the laying stock 
11. Body weight at 8 months of age 
12. Average egg production. 
This plan constitutes a proper random sampling of the flock and 




method use6t at the pre(Jent t,L e. A 'buyer wo11ld be en-
&.bled to :pt:n:cho,r3e eg.<::,r:3 or chiclw which could be E.:xpected to produce 
similB:r results to those indicuted in the officfr,l record obtained at 
the central breeding sta.tio:n. 
Miscellaneous 
Morris, Pa.lmer fU1.d Kennedy (1f.,30) c£.rried on a breedine and. feeding 
eJ.rperiment with rats to determine the variation in efficiency of food 
ut.i.l:i.z2.tion. Animals which e,howed either a high or a low efficiency were 
selected from an F2 populd,ion which descended from the same stock. Those 
with hie;h efficiency were m&ted together in an attempt to produce off-
springs of high efficiency .s.nd simile.ri ty; those with low ef:f:l..ciency were 
mated together in an attem:Jt to produce of'fsprings of' low efficiency,. 
In succeeding generations inbreeding and selection was practiced 
in the l1ope of developing strains that would breed true for the two gen-
eral levels of efficiency. 
By such procedure, they d.eveloped two lines of re.ts, one of which 
wa2: P.\.bout 40% less efi:'icient in food utilization than the other. Their 
work show;:; clearly that ei'ficiency of' food utiliza.tion is an inherited 
characteristic, and that it is possible to devE1lop superior strains with 
respect to economy of gr:dns,. 
Klc.':iber (1956) studied various factor;s effecting efficiency of food 
utilization. His study is based on what he found in a reviev1 of litera-
tu.re, on his k"l.owle~ge of' dige.::.:tion and metabolism, a.nd on ditta obtE.ined 
from f0,eding tritds. 
He states that genetics of food utilization is by no me,me simple,, 
thcct it depend;.:; upon many factorg which e,.re inter-related. 
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various factors vihic:11 effect efficiency: 
L. A:ppettte (relative f"ood intake): There is a lot of variability 
in the ability of animals t,o take in food among different animals of the 
sa'n.e g:roup. Because of this variability relative food intake is an im-
portant tactor in food utilization. 
In determining relative food intake, body size must be taken into 
consideration. To use this in selecting ani.'Jlals the total e:f':t'iciency is 
determined. by the :t'ood intake per unit. of 3/4 :power of body weight.. The 
bocly intake is determined by the total number of' pounds of teed consumed, 
but for ec,mparisons the ration must be standardized. 
2. Po,ver of digestion: The power or rate of d.igestion does not seem 
to be very dif:ferent among different animals of the same group :for the 
reaso11 it is not very important. 
3 .. The stimulus :for growth: There seems to be some chemical sub-
sta.'lces found in various t1.ssues of the body, the amount of which in-
dicates the rate or ammmt of growth. It would certainly mean a step 
ahead for breeding good utilizers of food if a single determination of a 
chemical substance in the blood,· or better still, in the urine of young 
animals could be found thus perm.itting the estimation of their stimulus 
for growth and with it their storage capacity. 
This is probably one of the most powerful determinants f'or f'ood 
utilization. 
4. Body size: The idea. is expressed that efficiency is essentially 
independent of body size. 
5. Relative gain: Instead of comparing the absolute rate of' gain 
in weight in selecting good i'ood utilizers as did Winters and McMahon 
(1933) in connection with a steer feeding trial, one should compare the 
34. 
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relative rate of gain, namely, the rate of gain per unit of 3/4 power of 
body weight. 
Eaton (1952) studied the relation to one another of various factors 
affecting growth in guinea pigs . Working with 946 offsprings of inbred 
and 113 offsprings of outbred families , he calculated the correlation 
coefficients between several factors, principally those between weights 
and gains . 
One set of correlation coefficients which he calculated was that of 
the dam's ages and the f ollowing factors. 
Litter size Gains to 55 55-day 555-day 
days weight weight 
Inbred . 19 . 26 . 24 .18 
Out bred . 51 . 29 . 29 . 40 
Another set is that between the weights of dams and the following 
factors: 
Litter size Gains to 55 55-day 555-day 
days weight weight 
Inbred .26 . 50 . 35 . 26 
Out bred . 54 .51 . 57 .55 
The weight or age of dam at farrowing time has but very little ef-
feet on the four factors mentioned above; however, the correlations be-
tween the dam' s weight and the four factors is higher than that between 
the dam's age and the four factors in both the inbred and control stock. 
Another group of correlation coefficients which he calculated was 
that between weights of the offspring at different ages . These coeffic-
ients are given in tables 12 and 13 as published by Eaton. 
Table 12 
Correlations between weights of young at ages indicated for the in-
bred stock of guinea pigs. 
lge in .Age in day 
daY8 5 15 23 5S 5! 85 175 263 555 445 55S 62l5 
Birth 0.94 o.s2 o.77 0.11 o.so o.,49 o .• 44 o.41 o.55 
s .88 .82 .76 .64 .53 .45 .40 .55 
15 .94 .87 .. 76 .64 .54 .48 .41 
25 •. 95 .as .71 .58 .so .. 43 
~5 .89 .76 .so .50 .47 0.44 0.40 0.45 
53 .90 .69 •. 55 .50 w-47 .41 .57 
Correlations between weights of young at ages indicated for the 
control stock of guinea pigs 
.Age in Age in,-'days 
days 5 lS 25 3S 55 85 175 265 35! 445 555 625 
Birth 0.96 0.87 0.79 0.72 0.70 0.54 0.50 0.48 0.47 
s .m. .85 .78 .67 .,55 .. s1 .49 .52 
13 .93 .89 .• 77 .64 .56 o155 .55 
!5 .94 .as .'10 .62 .ss .56 
55 .. a1 .73 .65 .66 .66 0.61 0.62 0.68 
ss .76 .67 .63 .62 .57 .56 .58 
The correlation coefficient between birth and S days of age is+0.94 
and+o.96 for the inbred and control stock respectively. The corre1ation 
continues to decrease as the length of time from birth increases,. 
The correlation coefficients between birth weights and weaning 
(55 days of age) weighte was+0.71 and+0.72 for the inbred and control 
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stock respectively. · Bo.th of these -0oefficients are highly signU'icant .. 
The group in whieh weights between birth and 35-days of age were 
not recorded W8aning weights gave a correlation coefficient with the weights 
at l'TS days of+0.61 in both groups and with the weights at the end of 
355 days of+0.46 and-+-0.61 for the inbred and control sto.ck respectiTely. 
These correlations with weaning weights a.re significant and weaning weight 
may be used as a fairly good criterion for determ1u1ng later weights up 
to 5515 days of age in guinea pigs • . 
In the United States Depart.em of Agriculture Yearbook (1~) it 
is stated that animals are more complex organisms than plants; the rate 
of reproduction is much slower and the effects of environment are more 
difficult to separate fro• the effects Gf heredity. 
In animals., it states: 
•A few characters have been pinned to definite factors but they are 
alaost inclusively characters that have no practical significance 
from the standpoint of perfol'Jla11ce, coat color in horses and cattle, 
for example, and plumage co1or in poultry.. Even though there is 
little experimental e'f'idence connect.ing an,y definite g.enetic factors 
with productiTeness fertility, rate and economy of gain.,, or physical 
vigor, it has been demonstrated that these characters are affected 
by inheritance and subject to manipulation by breeding aethods.•2 
The statement was made that we do not have s.ccurate standards for 
Judging the quality of meats, though progress is being made in that dine-
tion. We cannot tell with any degree of accuracy whether an anillal is 
an efficient producer of high quality meat except by the slow and ex-
pensive method of individual feeding tests .. Otherwise, about all we can 
do is to make a rough guess baaed on conformation. Judging livestock by , 
conformation is not very accurate~ The degree of accuracy may be Judged 
2united States Department of Agrieul.ture, Yearbook, Livestock Breeding 
at the Crossroads, 1956, 840-844 
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by a Gingle example in another field .. Dr. Gowen of the Maine Agricultural 
Experi~nent StEttion found trw.t a seven-day test w,,s about twice as a.ccu.1'.'nte 
Em indication of a cow• s productive c.s.paci ty :for the year as scoring by 
the most expert judges, drawing on the ge.:rnered wisdom of the ages t,o 
tel1 from the coy;fs hoofs what, she will produce" 
~ 
"It is obvious that the he},: of practical yardsticks fa a handicap 
in brc:iedir1g ~ 
The :process of getting do-vm to es::;entie,ls can be only pElrtial, 
however, until we develop -better criteria for meas1Jring and evaluating 
animals f:ro,n the steno.point of efficiency of feed utilization and r,.pply 
them on a much wider scale than <it present •. 
Testing for. advanced. registry in the cc.se of d;;d.r;y- cowB j_s an 
example of the use of' pr&ctical criteria in judging anime.ls .. Another 
exam,:)le is the UfJe of :,peed recordf; in breeding horser.;. In both cases 
the use; of these practimi:.1 yardsticks has apparently brought r£:sults •. 1,S 
Wallace (1934) st::~ted tha,t: in livestock re;_:;eaich record ... of-per-
:form&nce Gtudies with cattle and swine continued to demonstrf0 te the nide 
V&riation 1Tthich exist13 in breeding efficicmcy e.nd production efficiency 
of animal;s of ::dmilar ancestry,. For an example) there was 13. difference 
of nearly five months in the time it took beef steerr,s of the sc1me breed 
to reach finished weights of 900 pounds; also calves that were heo.viest 
e;.t birth r:u-1de the most r8,pid growth, required less feed per 100 po1.mds 
of c,;a.in up to 11:reaning 2.ge.; and reached final slaughter weights in the 
shortest time,. Howev-er, no relationship wa.s fo·,md bet,~reen the weichts 
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EXPERIMENT.AL PROGE.DURE 
Data used in this study were secured from an experiment conducted 
by the Oklahoma. Kxperiment St,ation to compare limited inbreeding and out-
breeding as systems of matings for swine. This experiment was initiated 
in 1925. The two strains of Duroc Jersey hog1:J, one inbred and the other 
out.bred, were started from the same foundation stock.. The inbred strain 
was maintained by half-brother x half-sister matings, and the outbred 
f:.itrain was maintained by the use of a non-related boar each generation. 
The environmental factors were made the same for both strains ir1 s:o fm· 
as this was possible., The pigs were weighed at birth .. They had access 
to a creep 1Juring the m.1ckling period. They were vaccinated :for cholera 
at f 01..1.r weeks of age and the bolf).rs, not saved for breeders., were castr -
ated at six weeks of age. Thei pigs were weighed and weaned at 60 days 
of age. ]'rom weaning to market weight (225 pounds) the pig.s weTe fed 
free choice on yellow corn, wheat shorts, and tank.age which were in three 
separate compartments of a s.elf-feeder. The pigs had access to a miner-
al mixture at all times. Pasture was used when available and alfalfa 
meal was used at the rate of five pounds per 100 pounds of feed when pas-
ture was not available. No :record was made of the alfalfa meal used .. 
In order to compare ·the inbreeds and outbreeds as to the amount of 
feed the;;r required to put on 100 pounds of gain, 25 representative in-
bred and 26 represents:tive outbred pigs were fed individually for Et per .... 
iod of 50 days. Twenty-eight of these were fed in 1'£154, seven in 1S34-55, 
eight in 195,5-56, and eight in 193G. Jm effort we,s made to select the 
representatives from ea.ch group so that they would compare as closely as 
possible in o.ge, weight and condition. The pigs selected for the individual 
feeding tests varied from 56 to 147 pounds in weight according to the age 
a.t which they vrere selected. After the 30 day feeding test was completed 
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the pigs were placed with their rsspecUve groups a:nd fed out to market 
weight.. They 'liJ'e~e rea the sexttB rations. as they were fed in the group$. 
T'ile data f'rcs these 1nc1:i."Tidna1 feeding tests we1·ce used to study 
'the question of' how much va:r-h,i:Uon there is in the ac11ou.nt o:f feed required 
to put ort 10:> pounds gain. and to discover some practical method of .measur-
ing efficioricy of feed utiliz.atio:.t1 in swine. 
The daily :rate of fa:.tn from birth to weaning and from birth to a 
vse:i.ght of 225 :pour2.ds w&s calculated on 499 oi' the inbred and outbred pigs. 
Dlgestion. t:r·ta.ls with 39 :p:tgs from ea.ch group ( inbred and outbred) 
were condueted to dete:l'.'rllin.e it di:ffe:rer.rnea in ·tha ability of the pigs to 
digest the feed coxwumed ·might be one of the factors effecting economy 
of gain. The pigs wGre paired for ea.oh digestion tr:h1l. 
Results 
,:.:ith the 51 b.bred and cutbred pigs the amount of feed req,.1ired to 
pu·(; 011 100 pou::.r:uis of' gain during the 30-day individual feeding period and 
the period from weaning to market was calculated as was the daily rate 
of gain during these two periods. Since these pigs were fed .tu groups 
duJ'.'ing the period from weaning to :market only a rough calculation of' their 
feed consumption during these two periods could be made. 
'l';::""ole l e,:i ves the daily gains for the two periods and table 2 gives 
the amount of fe86. required for 1.00 :pounds o:r gain for the two periods. 
VJ1th this group of pigs the range in daily rate of gain during the 
period. the range in am.ou...nt of :feed per 100 pounds of gain was from. 
219 to 616. 'I'11e range it! daily gains made during the 30-day individual 
feeding period was trom 0.3 to 2.4 :pounds. For the same period the range 
in. amount of' teed pe1~ 100 pounds of gain was from 24.5 to 1040 pounds. 
TABLE I 
Da.il7 gains 118.de by 51 pigs during a 30-da7 1!¥11vidual feeding per.1o4 
anr1' ti. period from weanixv to arbt ... 
IllBREDS OUTBREDS .. 
.-
Pig lo~. 30-day period Weminc to P'ig No. 30-day period l'eanin& to 
daily- gaina market dailJ' daily gains auket · daU, ;_ · ; . 1· •t) 
gains gains 
\ 1.\:. 
375 1.1 o.a 36912 1.4 L.2 
.S~6 1.s 1.1 S84 2.1 1 • .$ 
S?'Z i~s 1.0 . $88Xi, ,J •• a 1.z 
!'7.S 1.1- . ,.p,..a ua l-.7 l.2 
393 0.9 0.1 . 487 1.1 1:1 
402 o.e o.s 454 1.0 o .. .e ~ l 
39S 1.2 l.5 424 1.2 -1.0 
~!M o.s _1.5 42% 0.6 l~O 
516 1 .. 0 1.8 441 0.7 1,2 
144 1.0 o •. 9 ,n o_.s 1 .. 0 
S45 o.s a.a ~11 1.7 1.2 
261 1.7 1.0 - !12 l.9 1.3 ·., , 
252 1.1 o.9 ~2, 0~9 ,· 0.7 
256 · 1;1 1.0 ,32911 L4 0.1 
3S! 1.s .1.0 ll9 1.4 1 .. 0 ... 
251 1 .. 1· 1.0 329 1.4 1.0 
25l 1.a o~St 294 1.4 1 •. 0 
861 L,4 .. 0~9 S2S 1~ 1.0 
9:>5 l. ~4 -~-.o 896 l.2 1 .• 0 · 
9)4 l~~ 1.0 896 1 .. 2 1.0 
878 1 .. 5 1.1 8tm:1, 1.5 1.1 
702 1.5 1,0 894- 1.1 1 .. 0 
715 1.1 0.9 1...76 1.8 1~6 
701 0.9 o.e 77l 1.a 1.5 
751 1.0 0.9 17£. 1.4 l.2 
~ 7ff 1.5 1.6 
J I 0 ~ :!, } 
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TABLE II 
Pounds of feed required to put on 100 pounds of g~tn for 51 piis during 
a 30~1 individual feeding period and the pe!iod i)-oa weaning to DIIU'ket. .. 
INBREDS OlJ'1'BREDS 
Pig No •. 50-day period fie-aniDg to Pig. No· .. 30-clay period Weaning to 
lb. of feed per market lb~ of lb .. of feed arket lb. 
100# gain feed per l,00# .,. per 100/i gain of feed per 
gain 100# of gaill 
575 430.S 391.S :ft 553.3 422.5 576 ·. 426 .. 6 254 .9 408.2 278.9 
372 454.S 218~6 ~9Xl . 45tt.e 294.7 
$13 447 .. 5 386-...l '568 512.1 30~.6 
396 471 .. 5 522 .. ~ 487 $87.5 524.7 
402 '148.9, 428.9 454 468.9 616.l 
~96 406.4 l568.2 424 454.-0 162.4 
594 586.6 568.2 422 610,,5 358~7 
rs95 489.5 S46 .. 5 442 613.6 30S.9 
544 M.1.3 s .a 421 1040.0 570.0 
545 532.2 soe.e 117 296.0 277.0 
26l 551..! 26!~8 S12 350.0 2SJ.O 
~52 37!.l ·it2.s 5~4 568.5 435.7 
256 243.1 !19.5 321X1 375.o ~44.6 
SU 466.3 318.2 IS19 416.2 295.9 
253, 460 5$1. ... 3 529 404.8 . !U.6 
251 sso.1 ua.9 294 i1,.4 278 .4 
861 . 4lL4 571.l 323 487.7 505.2 
9:)5 45'2..7 S59.7 89e 505.4 434 .. 0 
9)4 45! .• 8 575 ... 2 896 414.5 408 .. 9 
876 · 402.2 352.l 8991'.l 458.2 575.6 I 
702 381. 7 2.85.5 894 497.8 415.6 .\ 
715 581.l 549.2 776 400.0 Zl0.3 
701 5'74.4 327.9 771 262.9 ~17 .. 1 
1i1 448.I 334.5 775 388"'2 385 • .S 
777 4.30.6 i96 .. 9 
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.An analysis of variance showed that there were no significant dif-
ferences between the two lots (inbred and outbred) in the amount of feed 
required to put on 100 pounds of' gain.. According to the analysis of 
variance, there would have to be a difference of 45 pounds in the average 
a.mount of feed consumed by each lot per 100 younds of gain for the dif-
ference· to be significant, In the case of the 51 pigs there was a dif-
' ference of only 0.06 pounds between the inbred and outbred lots. 
Correlation coefficients between the following factors were calcu-
lated for the 51 inbred and outbred and for the 499 inbred and outbred 
pigs. The correlation coefficients for the group of 51 pigs are given as. 
follows: 
1.. Between the daily rate of gain d:uring the 50-day individual feed-
ing period and the period from weaning to market was plus 0.56 
2. Between the amount of feed required for 100 pounds of gain during 
the 50-day feeding period and the period from weaning to market was plus 
0.56 
5 .. Between the daily rate of gain and the amount of feed per 100 
pounds of gain during the 30-day feeding period was -0.54 
4.. Between weaning weight and daily rate of gain during the period 
from weaning to market was plus 0 .. 21 
The correlation coefficients for the group of 499 pigs are given 
as follows: 
l .. Between the daily rate of gain during the period from birth to 
weaning and the period from birth to a 225 pound weight was plus 0.41 
2. Between birth weight and the daily rate of g a.in during the period 
from birth to market was plus 0.25 
Digestion trials: For the 78 inbred and out bred pigs the average 
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digestive eoefficie.nt.a ranged e.s follows;, 
1. For protein it was from 60 .•. 44 to 82..77 percent 
2. For ash it was from. 5,.97 to 66.3$ percent 
3.. For fat it was .front 26,.,94 to 79·.66 p_ercent 
4.. For fiber it n.s from 8 •. 04 to 59.,7& percent 
For the grwp. of 499 pigs the ftnge i,n daily rate of gain during 
the period from birth to market was from 0.47 to 1.18 poundfJ and during 
the period from; birth to weaning was from 0 .. 17 to,0 •. 86 pounds. 
DISCUSSION 
It is re-al.iz.ed that the data used in this study oould have: been 1m. 
proved by having the :50-day individual. feeding tests conducted with pigs 
all -of the same age and weight and all fed during the same period of time., 
Th.is was impossible however, since- it did not £it in with the bre~ing 
program at the experiment s-tation. ,Since the environmental factors were 
made &S eon;stant '!!.S pos.sible for the groups Of pigs fed from time to tiulEl 
it should minimize any diserepaneie.s. Since data on individual feed 
co.nsumptic:;n of pigs a.re t'):caree it seemed worthwhile to make an .a,nal.ysis 
of this data in the faee. of' the above criticism:.. 
It also appeared that the inbreds and outbreds could be treated as 
one group since an ana.l.ysis of variance did not disclose any signifieant 
difference in the efficiency of feed utilization in the two ~oups. 
There is.a great amount of variability 4m0ng swine in the rate or 
growth, in tho efficie-noy of feed utilization and in the careas.s grade .. 
With the group of 51 inbred and eutbred pigs the range in daily rat& 
of gain during the period froa weaning to, mar~et was from 0.6 to l.6 
pounds and during the So-day individu,al feeding period it was from o .. s 
to 2.,4 pounds. The range in daily rate .o:f gain for the group of 499 
pigs during the period. from birth to market was from 0 ... 47 to 1, •. 18 pounds, 
an1 during the period from birth to weaning it was :from.0.17 to 0.,,86 
poun.ds. Wi.th 121 litter-s of plgs Culbertson et al (1950...51-5.2-51-34) 
obtained a range in daily rate of gain of from 1..0 to 1.9 pounds• while 
Shearer and Culbert.son obtained a range or from 1..$ to l.,S pounds. .. 
With the group of 51 pigs used in this atudy the range in amount 
of £eed per 100 pounds of gain. was from 215' to 616 pounds during : th~ period 
from weaning to market and from 245 t.o 1040 pounds during the.~0-,qffy' in-
dividual feeding period. With the 121 litters Culbertson et al obtained 
a range of from 344 to 478 pounds of feed per 100 pounds of gain, and 
Shearer and Culbertson obtained a range of from 546 to 424 pounds of 
feed . 
The carcasses of the pigs used in this experiment were not scored . 
Culbertson et al obtained a range in carcass score of from 80 to 94 
points . The carcasses were scored on t he basis of 100 for ideal. 
There was a considerable range in the digestive coefficients of 
the group of 78 pigs used in this study which ranged as follows: 
1. For protein it was from 60.44 to 82 . 77 percent 
2. For ash i t was from 5 . S7 to 66 .BB percent 
5. For fat it was from 26 . 9'4 to 79.66 percent 
4. For fiber it was from 8.04 to 59. 76 percent 
Since there is a great amount of variation in the various factors 
in the swine population it should be possible to select individuals and 
through breeding methods develop strains which will breed true for the 
desirable quality. The Danish swine growers have made some progress 
toward selecting breeding animals which Will breed true f or efficiency 
of feed utilization. In his study of the Danish system of swine breeding 
Lush {1956) f ound that the amount of feed required for a pound of gain 
decr eased about eight percent in the seven years from 1922 to 1929. 
Morris Palmer and Kenedy 1S35 developed two strains of rats, one of which 
was about 40 percent less efficient in food utilization than the other. 
One of the greatest problems of the swine grower at the present 
time is to find a practical method of measuring the efficiency of feed 
utilizat ion which is reliable. The most reliable method of accomplishing 
this would be to keep individual feed records throughout the growing 
and fattening period, and 1n keeping individual pig weights, but this 
is obviously impractical. It might be that the daily rate ot gain during 
a certain period could be used as a method ot meaeuring e:ff1c1ency ot 
teed utilization. To obtain the daily rate ot gain would be simple and 
relatively inexpensive. The animals would be weighed at the beginning 
and at the end of the period and from those weights the daily rate of 
gain would be calculated. The rel1ab111 ty ot using daily rate of gain 
as a criteria tor determining the efficiency of feed utilization may be 
judged from a few examples. The correlation coefficient, tor the 51 
pigs used in this study, between daily rate of gain and amount of feed 
per 100 pounds of gain was - 0.54. This is statistically significant 
but is not great enough to be highly dependable for prediction purposes. 
Culbertson et al {1930•31~32-33-34) found that pigs making the greatest 
daily gain consumed less teed per 100 pounds or gain; with steers Winters 
and McMahon (1933) found a correlation coefficient of plus 0.71 between 
daily rate of gain and a factor representing efficiency ot teed utiliza-
tion, This correlation is large enough to be highly significant. In 
studying w.rious factors affecting feed utilization, Kleiber (1936) con-
cluded that the rate of gain per unit of 3/4 power of body weight could 
be used as a factor in determining efficiency of feed utilization. 
In evaluating a period over which daily rates of gain can be used 
in determining efficiency the following eases are discussed. The corre-
lation coefficient between the daily rate ot gain during the 30-day 
individual feeding period and the period from weaning to market was plus 
0.36. This is large enough to be statistically significant but it is too 
small to be of much value for prediction purposes. It seems that 
the 30-day individual feeding period was not important in being a 
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method of' determinir,,g efficiency of feed utilization. The correlation 
coefficient calculated between daily rate of gain during the suckling 
period and the period from birth to market weight for the 499 pigs used 
in this study was }Jlus 0.41. This is high enough to be important, and 
it is likely that the rate of ga,in during the suckling period may be 
.used as a factor in selecting pigs for breeding purposes. 
Tc uw,, body weights at various ages did not prove to be a reliable 
factor in judging efficiency of feed utilizat:ton. With the group of 
4,99 pigs a correlation between birth weight and the daily rate of gain 
throughout the growing and fattening period gave a coefficient of plus 
0.25. This is high enough to be statist;ically significant, but is too 
small to be of any value i.n selecting of breeding anime.ls. With the group 
of' 51 pigs a correlation coefficient between weaning weight and the daily 
rate of gain during the period from weaning to market gave plus 0.21 .. 
This is not statistically significant. 
Baned on the results obtained from a study of this problem and from 
the review of literature, the following plan for selecting breeding 
animals is proposed: 
Under this plan there would be a National Swine Progeny Testing 
Association which would formulate uniform rules for ·all states .. The work 
in each state would be under the control and supervision of a stat.e or-
ganization operating under the rules and :regulations of the National 
Association. 
The farm of ee.ch swir1e breeder accepted in the association would 
be desig--nated as a "state approved swine breeding center. 11 Each swine 
breeding center would be regularly inspected each year by an authorized 
association inspector and announced inspections would be me.de. 
The main points in the plan are as follows: 
1. Pigs would be weaned at 60 days of age. 
2. From the first tour litters of each sow to be tested two pigs 
(one boar and one sow) would be se1ected at random for a feeding test_. 
5. After the first four litters, two pigs per year {one sow and one 
boar) from each sow would be selected at random for a feeding trial. This 
would be required for three years after which it could be continued at 
the breeders' will.-
4. The pigs would be fed on the breeding center by the owner. Pigs· 
from all litter.s would be fed in a group,, They would be fed a standard · 
rations one as near as possible recommended by the progeny testing assoc-. . 
iation, and would be fed until they reached a weight of around 225 pounds .. 
Other pigs could be f.ed with the test pigs so long as standard con-
ditions set up by the association were complied with. 
5. Two pastures £or the pigs on the feeding test would be provided 
for by the owner. The siz.e of each ;pasture would be a minimum of one-
eighth acre per animal for each hog to be fed at one time .. The owner 
would be encouraged to provide green pasture during the feeding period. 
6. ill pigs in each litter would be weighed at birth and at wean ... 
ing time. They would be weighed 90 days after the mean of their weaning 
dates and every thirty days thereafter until the average weight of the 
group neared. the 225 pound weight after which they would be weighed every 
15 days,., The final weight would be taken in the presence of the authorized 
livestock judge on the day he scored the animals. 
7. \\Jhen the group mean weight was in the range of from 210 to. 220 
pounds, the association would be notified after which the livestock judge 
would be sent at the earliest possible date to score the pigs. 
8 •. Careful preparation would be made for the livestock judge to 
score the pigs as follmvs: 
a. Each litter would be placed in a separate pen 
b. All pigs (the two being fed, those saved for breeding 
purposes and those culled) of each litter on the farm at 
that time would be placed in the pen. 
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The judge would score each pig in the litter and from tha.t score 
compute the litter average score. Only the litter average score would 
be recorded. The scoring would be on the basis of' 100 for ideal. 
10. Daily gains of each animal would be calculated from the two 
weights, the meaning weight and the weight taken on the day the pigs were 
scored by the livestock judge .. 
11. Since one number is better than two as a basis for judging the 
value of an animal, the average daily gai11s and the average carcass score 
of the two pigs would be converted into one index number as follows: 
Index No.= '75 {ave. daily gain.)+ ave. litter score 
The average daily gain during the period from weaning to a weight 
of 225 pounds o:f the 51 pigs fed in this experiment was 1.1 pounds; 
75 multiplied by 1.1 gives 82.5. This puts the score for daily gains 
up in the range of the carcass score. This formula is simple and will 
place the index number around 100 for ideal. 
12. After the second and each succeeding index number has been com-
pleted a grand index number can be computed from them as follows: 
Note: Each index number computed from each litter of pigs tested 
will be called merely an index number. ¥fnen all index numbers, which 
a sow has, are combined to obtain a score for her this score will 
be called a grand index. N the number of index numbers which a sow 
has. 
Grand index= Sum of index Nos. plus 
N 
N S1lln of index Nos • 
100 N 
square root of the Standard Deviation of index Nos. 
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13. The o;mer would be required to cull and castrate one-eighth of 
all boar pigs raised to vYeaning age and would be requ:tred to cull and 
sell for commercial purposes one-eighth of all sow pigs ra.ised to wean-
ing age not includi_l1g those selected for the feeding trial. He wouJ.d be 
required to furnish an affidavit testifying that this has been done .. 
The pigs would be culled (1) for health and vigor, (2) for body 
conformation, quality, and general appearance, (3) on the basis of the 
daily gains made during the ntU'sing period., and (4) o:n. the basis of the 
sow 1s production record (index number). It might be that all or almost 
all pi,:;:s from same sows would be culled while all those out of some sows 
would be kept on the basis of the ,:1ow's production record. 
This type of progeny testing would be for the purebred swine breeders. 
who 8.re in a position to contribute toward the iron_) rovement of the swine 
industry~ 
The sm.'9.ller breeders including the commercial breeders could use 
these principles f'or selecting breeding anb1als in an unoff'icial way. 
Any breeder could install a pair of sca.les, weigh his pigs at birth, at 
weaning and again at or uear the market weight. He could use the daily 
rate of gain made by the pigs during the nursing period and during the 
total growing and fattening period as criteria for culling sows.. 'These 
would be valuable factors to supplement the method of cul15.ng on general 
appearance of sow and offspring, number of pigs farrowed, etc .. 2 which is 
the only method used by most swine breeders at the present time. 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
1. The data used in this study were secured from one phase of an 
experiment designed to compare li.IUited inbreeding with outbreeding in 
swine. 
2. In this project the pigs were weighed at birth, 60 days of age 
and every 50 days thereafter until they reached a market weight of 225 
pounds. 
5. The pigs were fed in groups and records of the feed consumed 
during the period from weaning to market were made. 
4. A special study of a group o.f 51 pigs which were fed individually 
for a period of 30 days was ma.de. This study was made in an attempt to 
discover a practical method of measuring individual variation in the 
amount of feed required for 100 pounds of gain. 
5. The range in daily rate of gain for the group of 51 pigs was 
from 0.5 to 2.4 pounds during the 50 day individual feeding period and 
from 0 .. 6 to 1.6 pounds during the period from weaning to market. 
6. The range in the amount of f'eed required for 100 pounds of gain 
for the group of 51 pigs was from 245 to 1040 pounds during the 30 
day individual feeding period and from 219: to 616 pounds during the 
period from weani:rg to market ... 
7. The correlation coefficient between the daily ra·te of gain during 
the 30 day i;.'ldividual feeding period and the period from weaning to market 
for the group of 51 pigs,, was plus 0.56. This is statistically signifi-
cant but is too small for prediction purposes. 
8. The correlation coefficient between the amount of feed required 
for 100 pounds of gain during the 30 day individual feeding period and 
the period from weaning to market for the 51 pigs was plus 0.56. This 
coefficient is statistically significant and may be high enough for pre-
diction purposes.·· 
9. '?}le correlation -coeffic.ient between the daily ratE) ot gatn and 
· the amount or feed for 100 pounds g£ gain during th~ 30 day 1ndividtlfll: 
feeding period wae -0.54. This ooe:t"fie:i;ent i$ statistically significant-, .. 
_and is high a.nough to be of value for prediction purposes. 
10,. The correlation between weaning weight and dally rat• of gain 
during the period from weaning to market was plus 0.21 f<;,r the group or 
51 pigs. This. coefficient is not large en011ghto ·be statistically sig .. 
nifieant. 
ll .. The range in the average dige$tive coefficients obtained trout 
digestive trials on. a. group of 78 pigs 1ras as :f'ollcwsi 
a. For protein it was from 60.44 to 82 .. 77 percent 
b. For ash it was from 5 .•. 97 to 66 ,.55 per,eent 
c. For fat it was from 26,.94 to 79: .. 66 percent 
d.. For .fiber it was trottr 8,.04 to 59.'76 percent 
1'2. The range in dtd.l.~ .. rate of gain for a group or 499 pigs ns from 
. 0.17 to o.~ during the suckling period and from 0,47 to 1.,18 during the 
period from birth to a weight of 225 pounds. 
1.3.. A correlation co.etfi.eient betwe&n daily rat:e 0£ gain during the 
period from birth to weaning and the period from birth to a weight -of 
225 pounds was plus 0.4l., This coe:f'ficient u sta.tistieilly significant 
and high enough to 'be- importan:t for prediction purposes • 
. 14. The rasults secured .f::rom: the 30· day individual feeding period 
. were not · too reliable far the pui .. po~e of predicting effieieney- ot feed 
utilization aver a grawing and fattening period., 
15. Aeeerding to the present study it is l.ikel.y that the d;iaily rate 
of gain <luring a feeding period is the most reliable index., 1t'hich is 
practical :for &ffieieney of f •ed ~lizatiott. 
54. 
16"' The great variation among swine in their ability to utilize 
feed efficiently indicates that it may be possible to develop strains by 
selection and breeding methods which are highly efficient in feed utiliza-
tion similarly to what has been done with rats. 
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